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Business Travel
In an intensely competitive global economy, more and
more organisations are expanding into new territories
and sending employees to work abroad. With AIG’s
Group+ Business Travel Accident (BTA) insurance,
employees are supported every step of the way,
allowing them to focus on the job at hand.

Cover
A broad, flexible policy that
allows you to select the level
of cover you need.

Claims

Insight

Responsive and supportive
service from a highly
experienced team.

Resources that help you and
your employees to understand
the risks they face abroad.

Assistance
Access to worldwide
assistance, 24 hours a day,
365 days a year.

This booklet outlines some of the coverage
options available under Group+ Business
Travel Accident. Please refer to your
insurance broker or the policy wording and
schedule for further details of cover and
terms and conditions.

Cover
Group+ BTA is a broad policy that allows
you to customise your cover by choosing
from three levels of protection. We have
also made sure that your policy is easy to
navigate and understand, with a simplified
layout and clear use of icons – all so that
you can get the most from your cover.
The three levels of cover available are:

Core

Plus

Assured

Insight
Employers have a duty of care to ensure
that employees are aware of the risks
they face when they travel abroad – and
are equipped with the knowledge to
handle them when an incident occurs.
Our assistance website and mobile app
provide a range of services to travellers
that provide the information they need
before, during and after they travel.
www.AssistanceWebsite.xx.xx
These include:

City guides and
country reports

Travel alerts

Travel awareness
training

Assistance
24-hour assistance is available
for medical emergencies,
travel problems and security
issues before, during and after
travel. We also offer concierge
services during business trips.

Some services may incur additional fees.
Contact AIG for details.

Medical
assistance

Travel
assistance

Security
support

Claims
Our customers come first and we do our
best to make a claim run smoothly with
no surprises.

Experienced
professionals

Expert
knowledge

Responsive
service
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